Interested in an Exchange membership?

Membership application is easy!

Email windhamareahourexchange@gmail.com to request an application be sent to you via postal mail or via email.

Registration

The registration process includes 1) phone or email confirmation of receipt of your application, 2) reference checks, and 3) other background check measures deemed necessary if you are proposing to offer childcare, eldercare, transportation, or other similar services.

Membership Dues

The Exchange provides a choice for the annual membership dues: a $25 donation or 2 TD earned assisting the Hour Exchange or 2 TD debit from your account. New members automatically earn 2 TDs. The monetary donation supports the operational expenses and is greatly appreciated.

Orientation

Upon approval, you will be invited to an Orientation, where you will learn the benefits, rules and responsibilities of Exchange membership, as well as how to arrange service exchanges with other Exchange members. So, join the Exchange, meet new people, learn new skills and feel the joy of giving!
The Windham Area Hour Exchange

A network of individuals, businesses, and organizations that exchange services using a **time-based currency**, where one hour of service equals one “time dollar.”

**How does it work?**

**The core values of the Exchange are ...**

- Everyone has skills
- All work should be honored and rewarded
- There is joy and benefit to both giving and receiving
- Community is built on relationships
- People deserve respect

Eric does some accounting for Mark
Mark mows Sara’s lawn
They are all earning time dollars to be spent on whatever service they want
Joan teaches Spanish to Eric
Sara babysits for John
John fixes Joan’s broken cupboard